
Enhance Your Moments through Quality, Discretion, and Elegance



Marie Oya and Eric Maseko, versatile artists who have collaborated with high-

end palaces, hotels, restaurants, festivals, weddings, and private events

around the world, offer you a premium musical experience.

Our expertise goes beyond mere musical entertainment to create a refined

and captivating atmosphere, suited for any type of event in your luxury

establishment.

INTRODUCTION



THE DUO

Marie Oya, a vocalist with an enchanting voice, and Eric

Maseko, a skilled singer and guitarist, combine their

talents to create perfect harmony. Their innovative use

of the looper allows for live layering of orchestrations,

giving the illusion of a full band on stage.

Voice Voice & Guitar

M A R I E  O Y A E R I C  M A S E K O



We speak and perform in English, French, Spanish, and

Italian. Our repertoire ranges from Jazz, Soul, Blues, and

Pop to French and international songs.

Linguist ic  and Musical
Versati l i ty

This device enables them to record layers of sound live, from bass to guitar,

through percussion and solos, thus creating a rich and complex sonic

experience that feels like a full band on stage. The result is a dynamic and

engaging performance that transcends the usual limitations of a duo.

The Art of Looping



Our bespoke performances adapt to a wide variety of events and

venues, including festivals, weddings, cocktails, private parties,

corporate events, launch parties, galas, palaces, high-end restaurants,

and luxury hotels. Make LoungeDuo your ideal partner for delivering an

exceptional, all-encompassing experience to your guests.

W H Y  C H O O S E  L O U N G E D U O ?



The Ambience

At the heart of our performance is the desire to create an atmosphere that transcends mere

background music. 

Our music is carefully arranged to be both high-quality and dynamic while being subtle enough not

to impede conversations.

For music lovers, each note and harmony is an invitation to immerse themselves in a rich and

complex musical experience. 

For those who prefer to converse, our music creates a pleasant and relaxing backdrop.

The result is a enveloping and elegant atmosphere that serves as the perfect complement to the very

essence of your establishment. Whether you are looking to create an environment conducive to

relaxation or discussion, engagement or escape, LoungeDuo is your ideal partner to strike this

delicate balance and offer your guests an unforgettable experience.



TESTIMONIALS

Le Cheval Blanc
Le Royal Monceau
Maison Delano
Le Mun
Louis Vuitton
Accenture
Elite Magazine
 L’Oréal
Hôtel Pullman
Hôtel Marriott

Those Who Trusted Us:

 MAISON
DELANO, 
   PARIS.  

LE ROYAL
MONCEAU 
    PARIS.   

APICIUS, 
  PARIS.  

LUXURY
RESORT
 SICILY 

"Elegant and sophisticated music, perfectly

suited to our venue."

"Absolutely in tune with the elegance of our

establishment."

"A musical experience in harmony with the

culinary journey."

 "Two magnificent voices! Highly talented

and professional."

Lancaster
Barriere Hotels
Off Seine Paris
Moma
Yacht Club Paris
Café De la Paix
Loulou Paris
Petrus 
M George
Casino Royal 



Duration: Our performances can range from 10

minutes to 2h30, with an ideal duration of about

1h30 for daily showcases.

Meals and Drinks: To be provided for the artists.

Temperature: No outdoor performances if the

temperature is below 18°C.

Lighting: Appropriate stage lighting is required to

accentuate the performance.

Equipment Protection: To ensure sound quality

and longevity of our instruments, we request a

location shielded from the elements. Direct

exposure to sunlight or extreme weather

conditions can damage our equipment and affect

performance quality.

Specific Conditions
and Services



Grant  your  establishment  the

mus ical elegance it  deserves.

We inv ite you  to cons ider

LoungeDuo for  your  upcoming

events.  

We are eager  to craft  an

except ional mus ical

exper ience for  your  cl ientele .

CONTACT

06 24 13 33 83
Phone

Website

Mail

www.maseko.fr

loungeduo@maseko.fr

Instagram
@loungeduo



THANK YOU
F O R  W A T C H I N G


